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The speaker discusses two methods of teaching. He describes the data

transmission system with its use of technology (computer assistance, audio-tutoring,

etc.) as merely an updating of the traditional attempt by the teacher to impart a

body of subject matter and by the student to absorb and store it for future retrieval.

Opposed to this transmission and storage of data is the method of acquisition and

assimilation of inforniation. The three main differences are: (1) source of initiative in

the educational process, (2) primary criterion for the organization of data, and (3)

predominant behavioral outcome. In the traditional system, the teacher takes the

initiative, the main criterion is relating bits of information to other bits, and the

resulting behavior is mainly manipulative. In the acquisition method, the student does

the initiating, the main criterion is the accumulated experience and present

understanding of the learner, and the dominant resulting behavior is associative. The

speaker feels both models are valid and should be used, but that machines do a

better job of transmitting data than a teacher can, while the teacher who performs

as a motivator, counselor, consultant will never become obsolete. In summary, the

student in a traditional system is a manipulator, adapting all things to himself; in the

acquisition system, he more likely relates all things with himself--the distinction being

between adapting to and relating with. The speaker illustrates his point from his own

teaching experience. (HH)
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There are at present two trends in American education which claim to be innovative.
One of these trends relies very hcevily on educational technology--computer assisted
instruction, dial access systems, audio-tutorial systems, and other self-instructional
equipment and material. This trend may best be seen as an effort to more efficiently
transmtt an ever-increasing body of data to an ever-increasing number of students.
Although this trend legitimately claims the title of being innovative, it is
nevertheless little more than an attempt to more effectively rationalize the
traditional form of education whose primary concern is the mastery of a body of ccatent.
The dominant elements of the educational process, including faculty, students,
information, and examinations, exe carefully programmed to achieve maximnm
student attainment of predetermined, mostly symbol-manipulative objectives.

Education via instructional systems tends toward the dispensation of prescribed and
pre-ordered information. Learning via instructional systems tends toward the
mental stolage for later retrieval of the same type of information.

The other innovative trend in American education is much more radical in that it
attempts to deviso an entirely new form for the educational process rathee than
merely rationelize the existing trend via technology. Whereas traditional education
in America has emphasized the transmission and storage of information, the other
form emphasizes the acquisition and assimilation of information. The differences
between the transmission tLodel of education and the acquisition model of education
lie in three areas:

1) in their location of che source of initiative in the educational process;
2) in their assumptions about the primary criterion for the organization

of data;

3) in their predominan's behavioral outcomes.

In the transraission model the initietive lies with the teacher (person, book,
machine, or some combinctien of the three) who presents pre-packaged inforciation
in a form which the student is expected to replicate. In this model the learner
is viewed essentially as a recipient of education. His principal obligation is to
preser-ve the pre-packogeJ inforwation relatively intact, so it can be reproduced in
ite original form in resuorse to the appropriate cue. The emphasis on maintaining
the inforation prit.Corr. a.,A.ralisTitted derives from the ansuoaption that the primary
criterion of relevance for a given bit of information is its relationship to other
bits of information. The dominant behavior conditioned by this model of education
is manipulative--emanipulative not only of information but, by e-,ztension, of (every-

thing in the environment to which inforiaation refers incloding people. Our
educational moeel is esGentielly a model of reality and how one deals with it.
An educational Eedel that concerns itself primarily with the manipulation of
data conditions people to manipulate the "reality" to which the data refers as
well.

In the acquinition model of education the initiative lies primarily with the
lecnner, who seAs information which %AU help hin to make more sense out of
himself and his varions situetioes. An this model, the learner is viewed

wbased on a spcch, t,lv,:fla at Wnuboneee Cf,a)w)ity College, Aurol7a, Illinois,
Septemier 3, 1958.
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essentially as the ineinie,nt of hie education. His strategy is to discover and

utilize that information which can be most meaningfully related to his own par-

ticular needs to know, to do, and to be. This strategy assumes that the primary

criterion for the organization of data is the accuaulated experience and present

understanding of the learner at the moment of encounter with the information.

The dominant behavior conditioned by this model of education is associative, and

again is generalized beyond data and information to the humen and material

environment codified thereby.

I think that the wave of the futueu lies neither with the institution which

inno,ates along the lines of making the transmission model of education more

efficient, nor does it lie with those institutions which specialize in devel-

oping the acquisition model (or the "dialogue" ritodel, "process" model, "learner-

centered" model, whatever you want to call it). It lies, rather, with those

institutions which do both of these things. I meke this assessment not only

because I believe that both models have validity, but because our present
technology makes the adoption of both models imperative. That learning which

is most effectively accomplished by rote processes can today be achieved much

more efficiently by a machine than by a human person. The present-day teacher

who performs as a transmitter of data is obsolescent because he will, sooner

or later, be replaced by a machine. On the other hand, the teacher who performs

as a motivator, a facilitator, a counselor, a resource, a guide, a consultant,

need never concern nimself about obsalescence vis-a-vis technology. A

teaching machine can replace only an inferior teaching machine. A teaching

machine will never replace a person who is doing that which human beings are

uniquely capable of doing. Until recently it may ineve been intelligent to

assume that human beings were adequate data transmitters. The computer,

the tape recorder, the dial access system--all such technologies make this assumption

untenable. As transmitters of data we can and will be repiaced.

Technology is not only providing the machinery for more effective traneatission of

data, it has also given us a technique for making our strategy of transmission

much more effective, the technique already cited as instructional astems. 2

111
1. Associative behavior is difficult to define primarily, I suppose, because most

of the institutions in our society condition manipulative behavior rather

than associative behavior. The mlnipulator is preoccupied with ado_pti_ng_ ell

things to himself. The associator is more concerned with relating all things

with himself. The distinction is the difference between adapting to and

relatin; with,

2. Systematic instruction is not new historically. One of our greatest models

of the systematic instructor is Socrates. Socrates knew exactly what he

wanted his students to think and he programme d his questions in such a way

as to assure that they would be thinking that way at the conclusion of the

dialogue. One of the things which has separated Socrates from many if not

most teachers since was his keen awareness of what he was doing. Perhaps

the greatest shortcoming of teachers is their uaawarcness of what they are

doing and their correlative inability to know 1) whether what they are doing

is what they want to be doing and 2) whether Oatever they are doing is

being done as effectively as they assume it is.

The instructional cystems approach provides the teacher with a technique

designed to overcome this shortcoming end to confer u!jon him the ninth

beatitude so frequently eieed by Roger Garrison: "aessed art they who

know whet they are doing, for they shall know when they have done it."

There is a definite advantage to knowing very spncifically what it is you

are tryi.ng to do end ho yoe are doing it, because then you can IZPOW

whether or not anfl how well yon have done it.
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Instructioral systiars became inevitable when we set about programdng instruction,

because in order to program it we had to become e::tremely specific. We had to be

very precise in our knowlee,ge of the capabilities of the students coming into

our course so we would know vhere to begin the program. We had to be very

precise in defining the abilities that we wanted tho student to have at the

end of the course so we would know 1:hat to put in the program to get him

there. And we had to be very precise about sequencing the information in

the pro2,raal, in orde,7 to get the student from where he was to where we wanted

him to be. In other words,when we began to program instruction we had to face

up to the old truth that "you can't get there from here."

Everybody knows that you can't get there frolli here. Wouldn't it be nice if

everybody tau,,!,ht that way? linst of us teach on the basis of unfounded

assumptions about the preparation and abilities of our students to receive,

digest, and make mcaningF.ul the inforallation we want; to give tEem. At best

we usually start somewhere in between their present understanding and ours--

we don't start with their "here" and come to our "there", we start somewhere

in between. At worst, of course, we just begin where we are at and never

relate to the students. The first ambiguous tendency which the systems approach

corrects is that which leads us to pitch the ball in such a way that it ends

up out in left field having never approached the batter.

A second ambiguous tendency which is corrected by the systems approach is

that which characterizes our course objectives. The systems approach to

instruction makes the teacher aware of what he is doing, primarily by focusing

on the purpose and the result of his instruction, behavioral change. Educators

tend to be very resistant of the charge that they are in the busineas of

changing behavior. Yet I have never met a teacher who would declare that he

intended his stndents to be in no way different at the end of his instruction

than they were before they began. And if, in fact, we expect that students

are going to be somehow different at the conclusion of our period of instruction,

then we are assuming that there is going to be a change in their behavior.

Some aspect of their behavior obviously is expected to change or there isn't

going to be a difference.

Instruction begins to be systematic when, upon the recognition of his attempt

to change behavior, the instructor asks "what behavior do I want to change?"

In the jargon of instructional systems this question becomes "what terminal

behaviors should I be able to detect in my students at the conclusion of my

instruction that they do not exhibit at the beginning?" The specification

of terminal student behaviors to be detected at the conclusion of a period

of instruction is a dramatic antidote for fuzzy thinking.

Take, for instance, the teacher who says, "I prepare students for life." This

is a very noble educational objective. But the problem with education being a

preparation for life is that it is inevitably too late. I am sure that our

students would be very well prepared for life if they didn't begin it until

after they had received our instruction. The problem is that they come to us

before thev have had the benefit of our instruction--already broken in as it

were. And if we are seriously going to maintain that our basic purpose is to

prepare them for life, then we are essentially saying that our basic purpose

is either to rcarledy the fact that they were born or to impose upon them a life

not of their own making. When one applies the systems test of "how do you

achieve this objective and hew do 2a-a measure its attainment?" thany traditional

statements of purpose are shown in all their meaningless ambiguity: "I teach

students to appreciate the subject matter of my course," " I. am teaahing my students

to be better citizens," etc. Most statentents which appear in the opening pages



of college catalogues likewise fail to pass this test.

The clarity with vihich one views both his objeAives and the methods for their

attainment in the instructional syste:as approa(h is, I believe, a conclusive

argument for getting with the i;ystems approach. 1ntt it is also a conclusive

argument for getting beyond instructional systems, as presently limited. My

personal Leaching eperience becones relnvont at this point.

I did not discover the instructional systnms approach via the literature on

the subject, I stumbled on it via self-eaamination of uy own teaching experience.

At the end of my first semester oi teaching I sat down to make a final

examination and discovered that I couldn't do it without consulting the text-

book and the lecture notes. I found myself asking, "If I can't prepare an

excutination withoot referring to the Le\thuo!: and the lecture notes, how

caa I expect my students to take an examination without reference to the same

materialah It was uhen I found myself unable to make an examination which I

expected my students to take that I asked myself just what, specifically, were

my objectives in the course? Just what type of behavioral change was I working

for, what did I really want my students to do at the end of the course that they

couldn't do at the beginning of the course? And when I asked myself what effect

was having on student behavior, the only thing I could come up with was that

I was making them more effective manipulators of the data of U.S. history.

And when I asked the next logical question, "Why am I making them more

effective manipulators of the data of U.S. history?" I was aghast at what

I finally had to accept as the honest answer, "So that they could pass my

final examination."

Making students more effective manipulators of information to the end that

they become more effective manipulators of information was never my Erofessed

role as an educator. But at one time this was my actual, though not admitted

(because not conscious) objective. I began my teaching career primarily as a

preparcr of students to take my exams. This system was totally self-validating

and self-justifying. But it wasn't very self-satisfying, either for the students

or for myself. The only thing which appalled me more than that particulai revelation

was my later discovery that instrnctional systems often seem to have fallen

into the same trap, and have made a virtue of this trap.

The trap is an easy one to fall into. The only aspects of human behavior we

can measure with objective accuracy are those which involve the replication of

a skill or the duplication of a body of information. Beyond this we are in

the subjective, or what psychologists call "affective" domain. We know how

to measure quite accurately the ability to manipulate data, but we haven't

even begun to knoa how to measure the assimilation of it, the incorporation

of it into a style, way,or philosophy of life and being. Those of us whose

interest is to teach people rather than subject matter have few objective

procedures for the evaluation of whether and how well we have done so. Objective

measurements are mostly designed to measure only replicated subject ratter.

The principal reason for our alost exclusive preoccupation with thc manipulation

of data is our ability to measure with accuracy only the manipulation of data.

The mediuN is the message.

The problem is that while the medium may be the message, the medium does not

necessPrily validate the message. Our examinations do not validate the course

objectives. The fact that we can c'ijectively measure only certain things does

not validate an exclusive interest in those things hicll wa con measure. I

cannot buy the arguments of those who mrtke a virtue of rigid adherence only
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to the obje(stively weasnroLle. To say that we have no business teaching

self-confidence because we ha.ve no way of conclusively mertsuring whether

and how much our students hsve (ittained ILthis arguroeut is as self-

defeating as its basic assu:Iptiol, is self-justifying. We will never learn

to do anything until ue sc!i: about_ to do iL. We wili never learn to measure

the attainment of sell-confidence until ye set out to teach the attainment

of selfconfidenco.

It was only a ycm: ago that I took sbffielent COUrrVI to deliberately adopt

a set of subjective gonls For my instruction. 1 decided last fall that my

studens should C.Ivolop four fiehaviors as a result of my course:

1) increased obIlity to perceive Interrelationships across disciplinary boz,ndorios

2) increased ability to estt_blish hull,an relationships,

3) increqsed at,ony (self-reliance, indcpendence,
individlity, etc.) , and

4) increased self-affimntion (self-esteem, sense of self-worth, ete.).

Assiwing that the ability to perceive relationships across boundaries would

be facilitated by rAiy refusal to establish csLy boundaries, and assuming that the

ability to develop (T.Itoney would be facilitated by an abaosphero of freedc,a,

I turned my class over to my studentstotally and completely. I announced

that I would assign no reading, require no papers, and give no exaiainations.

If the students wanted to read, they would choose their reading asqlgnments.

If they wanted to write, they would as the spirit moved them, If they

wanted to be examined, they would have to devise their OWD. examinations.

Furthermore, they would decide what to do Nfith the class sessions. And at

the end of the semester, they turned in their own grades. The only criterion

the student would have for grading himself would be lr.is self-evaluation of

how wt!ll he utiliv.ed this opportunity to learn free, somehow convelting

his conclusions into an "A", "B", "C", "D", or "F". 3

The wost significant pedagogical insight derived from this experiment was

my totally ncw perspective on the evaluation process. I overcame the

objectivity bind, which might be defined as the co.1)pulsion to atteupt

greater and greater degrecs of objectivity as one becomes more and more

aware of the subjectivity inherent in any objective system of measurmont.

I overcame this bind merely by the discovery of a means of assessing sub-

jective behavior. This discovery was the result of my doing tu:) things

that most teachers probably would never think of doing: I prepared a purely

subjective examination, and then I took my students' answers at their word.

The examination consisted of 14 questions:

1) What has this e,:perienee done for me?

2) What have I (lone for this e-,:perienee?

3) How am I different as a result of this experience? Why?

4) What have I learned from this experience? Both generally and specifically?

What contributed to this learning?

5) Vlhat questions have I become aware of as a result of this experience? Why?

3. The students hod all sorts of trouble with this grading system. One of

thera said, "But you sec, there are no valid o1)ject:A.1/c criteria for establishing
t;

a grade." To which I re: ponded, Berritiful! :iow you understand my proble.a.
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6) What conclusions have I (lrav:n as a result of this experience? Why?

7) Hav( I developed neo intereats as a result of this eeperiencc.? How? Why?

8) Have attitudes towasd others and myself been affected by this experience?

How? Why?

9) To the best of your knoA.edge, have the interests and aLtitudes of others

in the croup been affected by this csperienee? Hou? Why? Please use

specific oxs,rples.

10) Has this ey.periesce aUesied ny other coursewm.k? How? Why?

11) Ras this el...pcerienee affected my relations with others outside the group?

Roo? Why?

12) Has this eyperienee affeciad my manner of living? How? Why?

13) What has prevented this experience fron being more effective for

myself and for others?

10 Roo would I improve this esTerience?

The puepose of asking so many similar questions was to elicit a greater depth

of response from the students. 4

The Leo major criteria which determine the accuracy of a reactive behavioral

measurew.ent (one in Lhich we are getting a response froA thc prson being

measured) arc the honesty of the person being measured and the validity of the

examination itself (i.e., does it measure what it sets out to measure?). Since

the only "richt" answers on a truly subjective examLnation arc the honest

answers of the person who is taking it, it is quite unlikely that one can cheat

on such an examination without being detected by someone vho already knowshim.

And since I had codununicated to no one, including my colleagues, what my objectives

in the course were, there really was no way that any of my students could tell

me what I wanted to hear. Honesty of response on my exam was therefore essentially

assured. The e.);.amination validated itself, not because of any qunntitative

assessment but Ly virtue of a pattern of behavior reported in most of the responses.

The students consistently reported cer':-ain types of reaction to the course which

indicated that to some degree (and the degree, of course, is unmcc,slwable) they

had attained sc,nd or all of the objectives of the course. As it turned out., I

even had a control group in this e%periment. The only exaloinations on which the

prevailing patterns failed to show up at all were those of students who

had already deelonstrated a pattern of self-deception. Students uho told Me Oat

they Lhueght I wanted to hear produced the traditional "snow job". They did

not, in fact, tell me what I was looking for. Those uho weren't trying to did.

I took this to be additional confirmation of the validity of a test designed to

assess the attainment of integral behaviors. It was the student without integrity

who failed.

Of course it can be argued that qualitative measurements can never approach the

accuracy of quantitative measurements. For instance, I am unable (probably

forever) to assess the percentage of increase in self-esteem and autonomy on

the part of either a total group of students or on the part of individual

members of the group severally. But I think it is rather meaningless to try

to reduce qualities to quantities. Those who can trust only quantitative

instruilents Can stick to teaching only the ability to msnipulate data. I

prefer to enable my students to develop not only the ability to manipulate

data, but the ability to se1C-actualize, to realize their huinan potential.

Objectivists w'so are concerned with what they cap quantitatively weasure

can cou.st ntwhers. I will try to devise techniques for perceiving patterns.

Objectivists way continue to specirlize in rendering unto objectivity that

which is objectivity's. Oths-s; I hope, will bein or continue to generalize,

now
4. Representative auwers are included in a published report of the entire

experiment, entitled Di.slone cm W.211(?;0,-! Bobbs-flerrill;

Ins., 3960



and render unto both objectivity and subjectity that which is respectively

appropriate, if they do so, ) am colliured uc can devise aeadeqtically

legitimate instrus,lents fol: self-evaluaticil. I shall perhaps be accused

of unsubstantiated faith, ap,.1 if so accusa I will plead guilty to the ehnige.

my faith is as un,:ultimtinted as the faith of one who w'l:cs the subjective

decision that] item "four" on his fii.-tl c::nilina,_ion is worth as many points

as DA:Ds "one" through "thfee". 14: obj,.cti.vst and the subjectivist arc in

the sawe boat; they are ro;:rely pulliiT, eppoin oars. LA as I already

suggested, the wave of the futar,. lafly FJw:1,..1) the::, educators and tho,le

institutions vhich don't learo how to pull both oar3.


